We review results concerning words avoiding powers, abelian powers or patterns. In addition we collect/pose a large number of open problems.
Introduction
The notion of words avoiding patterns, although not the terminology, goes back to Thue [9, 69] :
We consider the question whether, given u and w, there always exists a non-erasing morphism h : A * → B * such that h(u) is a factor of w.
Thue answers this question in the negative by showing that there is an infinite ternary word (i.e. a sequence on three symbols) avoiding xx. Words avoiding xx are called nonrepetitive or square-free and have been used to provide counter-examples in (for example) group theory, semigroup theory, universal algebra, partial orders, formal language theory, symbolic dynamics [1, 58, 45, 71, 59, 60] . Words avoiding more general patterns also arise in an algebraic context [51] ; however, we agree with Thue that the rich and interesting questions of pattern avoidance can be studied on their own merits. As Thue says [9, 70] :
For the development of logical sciences it will be important, without consideration for possible applications, to find large domains for speculation about difficult problems.
Preliminaries
Word w encounters word p if h(p) is a factor of w for some non-erasing morphism h. Otherwise w avoids p. In this context we refer to p as a pattern. A word of the form xx, x some non-empty word, is called a square. A word of the form xxx, x some non-empty word, is called a cube. An overlap is a word of the form axaxa, where a is a letter and x a (possibly empty) word. A word containing no squares (cubes, overlaps) is called square-free (cube-free, overlap-free). Thus a square-free word avoids xx.
More generally, a word which avoids
An abelian square is a word x 1 x 2 where x 2 can be obtained from x 1 by rearranging letters. The study of abelian squares was initiated by Erdös [38] . As in the non-abelian case, the study of abelian square-free words has algebraic interpretations (see [46] ). More generally, if p = p 1 p 2 · · · p n where the p i are letters, we say that w encounters p in the abelian sense if w contains a factor P 1 P 2 · · · P n where word P i can be obtained from word P j by rearranging letters whenever p i = p j . Otherwise w avoids p in the abelian sense and is abelian p-free. Other extensions of Erdös' abelian squares can be found in [24, 4, 57] . Example 2.2. The word reproportioner = re pro por tion er encounters abbca in an abelian sense.
While Thue implicitly acknowledges more general questions of pattern avoidance, his papers [69, 70] study words avoiding squares, cubes and overlaps. In other words, Thue studied words avoiding integer powers x k ; however, many interesting questions concern the case where k is allowed to be fractional. If 1 k 2, we say that word u is a k-power if we can write u = xyx where |xyx|/|xy| = k. A word is k-power free if contains no subword which is an m-power for any m k. Example 2.3. We have stupidest = (stupide) 9/7 .
If 1 k 2, we say that word u is an abelian k-power if we can write u = x 1 yx 2 where x 2 can be obtained from x 1 by rearranging letters, and |x 1 yx 2 |/|x 1 y| = k.
We say that pattern p is avoidable if for some fixed finite alphabet there are arbitrarily long words over which avoid p. (Any alphabet in this paper will be finite.) Equivalently, there is an infinite p-free sequence over . We say that p is n-avoidable there is an infinite p-free sequence over {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}. Thue showed that xx is 3-avoidable but not 2-avoidable, while xxx and overlaps are 2-avoidable.
In addition to p-free sequences, Thue studied p-free bisequences and necklaces. A necklace (or circular word) consists of a word, together with all of its cyclical shifts. Necklace u is p-free if each of its cyclical shifts is p-free (see Fig. 1 ).
Tools

Morphisms
Since Thue, the chief tools for investigating words avoiding patterns have been morphisms.
Example 3.1. Consider the morphism g : {0, 1, 2} * → {0, 1, 2} * given by g(0) = 012, g(1) = 02, g(2) = 1. This elegantly simple morphism seems to be due to Istrail [44] , who shows that its fixed point g (0) = 012021012102 · · · is square-free. We can obtain the overlap-free Thue-Morse sequence t as t = f (g (0)), where
If pattern p is avoided by g (a) for some morphism g : * → * , then we say that p is D0L-avoidable, and n-D0L-avoidable where n = | |. If pattern p is avoided by f (g (a)) for some morphisms g : * → * , f : * → T * we say that p is HD0L-avoidable, and n-HD0L-avoidable where n = |T |. The terms D0L and HD0L, respectively, stand for deterministic 0-sided Lindenmeyer system and homomorphic image of a deterministic 0-sided Lindenmeyer system (see [56, 20] ). Thus xx is 3-D0L-avoidable by the last example, while overlaps are 2-HD0L-avoidable. Overlaps are also 2-D0L-avoidable, as witnessed by Thue 
is p-free whenever u is. Many, many papers (especially if we include some dozen rediscoveries of theorems of Thue) feature a result of the form "morphism is pfree; therefore (a) is p-free and p is n-avoidable". Several other results about morphisms are of interest: Crochemore [25] characterized square-free morphisms. Karhumäki [47] showed that if f 10 (0) is cube-free for a binary morphism f, so then is f (0). Moving beyond k-powers to avoiding a pattern p, Cassaigne and Carpi [21, 15] give algorithms to test when f (g (a)) is p-free. Carpi [17] has also characterized morphisms which are abelian square-free.
A fundamental result of Bean et al. [7] and Zimin [73] shows that it is decidable whether a pattern p is avoidable. In fact, if p is a pattern over an n letter alphabet, then p is avoidable iff Z n avoids p, where Z n is given recursively by
In their papers it is shown that if p is avoidable then p is DOL-avoidable. However the following problem remains open: Problem 1. Is it decidable, given pattern p and integer n, whether p is n-avoidable? This is a key and fascinating problem. It has been open since 1979. A large amount of data related to this question is in the Ph.D. Thesis of Cassaigne [20] . For example, Cassaigne shows that aabaacabaab is not 2-avoidable, or 3-D0L-avoidable, but is 3-HD0L-avoidable. On the other hand, aabaacbaab is not 2-avoidable and is 3-HD0L-avoidable; however, the question of whether it is 3-D0L-avoidable is open.
Problem 2. Is aabaacbaab 3-D0L-avoidable?
No pattern is known to be n-avoidable which is not n-HD0L-avoidable.
Conjecture 3. If p is n-avoidable, then p is n-HD0L-avoidable.
The probabilistic method
An interesting approach to words avoiding patterns is provided by the probabilistic method [3] often used in Ramsey Theory. The Lovasz local lemma is an important tool.
Lemma 3.2 (Lovasz local lemma). Consider events {A k } k∈I where I is finite. Let the probability of A k be P (A k ). Suppose there exist constants
In [2] , this lemma is applied to the study of non-repetitive walks on graphs. Other 'Thuetype' problems are attacked in [42, 43] .
Here is an example of how to apply the lemma to words: Fix a positive integer c and let C = {1, 2, 3, . . . , c}. A word w = w 1 w 2 . . . w N with the w j ∈ C corresponds to a vertex colouring of a path P = P 1 P 2 . . . P N by c colours where vertex P j receives colour w j , j = 1, 2, . . . , N. Each subword of w of length i corresponds to an induced path in P with i vertices. If Q is a path on i vertices we write |Q| = i.
Suppose that colours are chosen randomly and uniformly from C for vertices of P. The colourings of two induced paths in P will be independent if the paths have no vertices in common. One checks that if Q is a fixed path of length i in P, then there are at most i + j − 1 paths of length j in P which have a vertex in common with Q.
Let L be the set of words in C * which are minimal with respect to containing an r-power, r > k. Suppose that w ∈ L. We can write w = xx with |w|/|x| > k, x = x x . By minimality k|x| = |w|, |x| = |w|/k and |x | = |w| k − 1 k .
For each induced path Q in P, let A Q be the event that the colouring of Q corresponds to a word in L. If |Q| = i, the probability of this event will be
Let a Q = a |Q| , where a is the fixed constant
The condition of the local lemma will be satisfied for the events A Q if
whenever i = km for some positive integer m. We strengthen the condition if we insist that
Taking logs gives the condition
or summing and rearranging,
Since km 2 for positive integers m, it suffices that (1) hold for i 2. Since the left-hand side decreases with i, the conditions of the local lemma will be satisfied for our
where
Note that the inequality is independent of N. Thus for any positive integer N, if c b k/(k−1) there is at least one colouring of P = P 1 P 2 . . . P N by c colours such that none of the events A Q occurs; this means that C * contains a word of length N which avoids r powers, r > k. This proves 2 that for any fixed k > 1, x k is always avoidable.
A worthwhile project would be to Problem 4. Explore the scope of application of the probabilistic method to problems in pattern avoidance.
Beyond sequences: other geometries
Thue proved that there are overlap-free binary necklaces of length m exactly when m has the form 2 n or 3(2 n ). The author showed [27] that there are square-free ternary necklaces of every length greater than 17. There are cube-free binary necklaces of every length [29] ; in fact, cube-free necklaces of every length can be found in the Thue-Morse sequence [40] . On this rather sparse evidence we conjecture that
Conjecture 5. If p is k-avoidable, then there are arbitrarily long circular words on k letters avoiding p.
Even the following extremely weak version of Conjecture 5 appears to be open.
Conjecture 6. If p is k-avoidable, then there is a circular word of length |p| on k letters avoiding p.
The number of cube-free binary words of length n, and the number of square-free ternary words of length n grow exponentially as a function of n. On the other hand, the number of overlap-free binary words of length n grows only polynomially.
Conjecture 7. Let p be k-avoidable. (1) If the number of p-free words on k letters of length n grows exponentially with n, then
for some N 0 there are circular p-free words on k letters for every length n > N 0 .
(2) If the number of p-free words on k letters of length n grows only polynomially with n, the set of possible lengths for circular p-free words on k letters has density 0 in the set of positive integers.
According to [6] , the number of words over {0, 1, 2, 3} avoiding w = abxbcycazbawcb grows only polynomially with length. A tractable piece of the previous conjecture is thus:
Conjecture 8. The set of lengths of necklaces over {0, 1, 2, 3} avoiding w has density 0 in the set of positive integers.
While Thue considered square-freeness in one dimension, Bean et al. [7] consider colourings of an infinite chessboard on which each rook move traverses a square-free word. They show that 3 colours suffice using a square-free morphism mapping letters to grids of letters. A much simpler construction is given in [34] , where it is also shown that 5 colours are needed if 'queen moves' are allowed.
A non-repetitive tiling of Z n by s symbols is a labelling f : Z n → {1, 2, . . . , s}, some natural number s, such that if P is any n-tuple of integers and Q any n-tuple whose entries are from the set {0, −1, 1} but with Q not equal to (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0), then the bisequence {f (P + iQ)} ∞ i=−∞ is non-repetitive.
Problem 9.
How many labels are necessary in a non-repetitive tiling of Z n ?
It is known that at least 8 colours are needed when n = 3. See also [13] for a version involving fractional powers.
When we study square-free sequences, bisequences, necklaces or tilings we are considering sequences walked on infinite paths, bi-infinite paths, cycles and grid-graphs, respectively. The problem of square-free walks on general graphs is attacked in [2] , where it is shown that a (possibly infinite) graph of bounded degree has a colouring with finitely many colours such that every (!) walk gives a square-free sequence. The paper uses the probabilistic method.
Counting words
How many square-free words over {a, b, c} are there? Giving an exact answer appears to be very difficult. As recently as 1997 it was of interest even to be able to calculate c(46) (see [61] ). A recent article [41] gives values to c(110). The method of Shelton [65, 66] shows that c(n) grows exponentially with n. Exponential upper and lower bounds have been steadily improved in a series of articles by various authors [12, 10, 5, 37, 41, 72] . The current best lower bound, given in [72] , is 110 n/42 c(n). According to Grimm [41] an exponential upper bound has base 8416550317984 1 108 = 1.317277 · · ·. The situation is very different when we look at binary words avoiding overlaps. The number of words grows only polynomially, as was explored in a series of papers [50, 53, 14, 19] . Using the method of Cassaigne from [19] the number of binary overlap-free words of length n can be computed in time logarithmic in n. The number is not asymptotic to a polynomial, but in fact oscillates between two polynomials.
The number of words over {0, 1, 2, 3} avoiding pattern w also grows only polynomially with length (see [6] ).
Let a(k) be the smallest alphabet size on which abelian k-powers are avoidable. In a series of papers [39, 64, 36, 49] it was shown that a(4) = 2, a(3) = 3, a(2) = 4. Carpi [16, 18] showed that the number of words over {0, 1, 2, 3} avoiding abelian squares grows exponentially with length. Recently, the author showed that the number of binary words avoiding abelian fourth powers grows exponentially with length.
Problem 10.
Show that the number of abelian cube-free ternary words grows exponentially with length.
We finish this section by mentioning a wonderful new result of Shallit and Karumäki [48] : Let b(n) be the number of binary words of length n which are k-power free. Then b(n) grows polynomially with n for k 7/3, but exponentially with n for k > 7/3.
Problem 11. Find and prove the analogous result for words over an alphabet of n letters.
Extendibility
To explore whether pattern p can be avoided over , it is natural to look for long p-free words over . In the author's experience, such searching always requires backtracking; one inevitably encounters words of * for which no right extension in * avoids p.
Example 6.1. Thue [70] notes that the words abacaba and abcabacbcaba are right-maximal over {a, b, c} with respect to avoiding squares. Extending either on the right by a, b or c gives a word ending in a square.
Conjecture 12.
Let an alphabet and a pattern p be given. Let w ∈ * be p-free. Then w is a subword of a maximal p-free word over . This conjecture has been proved by Bean et al. [7] in the case when p = x k , some positive integer k. Naturally one has the analogous conjectures for fractional powers and for abelian patterns. It seems ludicrous that this conjecture and its analogues should be false. Nevertheless, even the following is open:
Conjecture 13. Let an alphabet and a pattern p be given. Then there is a maximal p-free word over .
A more tractable problem will be the following: Problem 14. Let an alphabet and a number k be given, 1 k 2. Let w ∈ * be kpower-free. Show that w is always a subword of a maximal k-power-free word over .
Extremal problems
Define the repetitive threshold function by RT (n) = sup{s : y s is unavoidable on n letters}.
Dejean [35] conjectured that
Dejean's conjecture has been verified up to n = 11 [63, 62] . Dejean's conjecture is startling in that she made the conjecture having only the values RT (2) = 2 (found by Thue) and RT (3) = 7/4 (found by Dejean). She did, however, show that RT (n) n/(n−1). Even the fact that lim n→ RT (n) = 1 is not obvious. (This was proved in Section 3.2. Another proof is in [32] and uses the method of Shelton [65, 66] .)
Define the abelian repetitive threshold function by ART (n) = inf{s : y s is avoidable on n letters in the abelian sense}.
The function ART (n) was introduced in [22] . It was shown there that, lim n→∞ ART (n)=1.
Define the dual abelian repetitive threshold function on (1, 2] by letting
DART (r) = min{n ∈ N : y r is avoidable in the abelian sense on n letters}.
For example, by Keränen [49] , DART (2) = 4. In [22] it is shown that
Considering the number of years it took to show that DART (2) = 4, it seems unlikely that showing ART (4) < 2 will be easy. Nevertheless, here is the challenge:
Problem 15. What are the values of ART (n) and DART (r)?
A sort of fractional dual repetitive threshold is explored in [54, 55, 68] .
Algorithmic problems
We have mentioned that it is decidable whether p is avoidable, while the corresponding decision problem for k-avoidability is open. In [23] a pattern is given which is 5-avoidable, but no 4-avoidable. However, the following problem remains open: Problem 16. Is there a pattern p which is 6-avoidable but not 5-avoidable?
The word w is 4-avoidable, but not 3-avoidable. The complexity of deciding avoidability also remains open, although unsubstantiated claims have been made that deciding avoidability is NP-complete, or even exponential.
Problem 17. Given pattern p, what is the complexity of deciding whether p is avoidable?
In the case of words avoiding abelian patterns, even less is known. The pattern p = abcabadabacba is shown in [30] to be avoidable, but not abelian avoidable. In the same paper it is shown that for any ternary pattern p, p is abelian avoidable iff Z 3 is p-free in the abelian sense. For the analogous question with Z 4 only a partial result is obtained. Let p be any pattern over an alphabet of n letters. It is shown in [30] that p appears in the abelian sense in Z m for some m iff p appears in the abelian sense in Z n . However, Problem 21. Given pattern p and integer n, what is the complexity of deciding whether Z n encounters p in the abelian sense?
